In this paper, we examin parts of the human body in social interactions with socio-cultural discourse. A few research efforts on proverbs and , the new mode of their usage in political arena and those that relate to Egungun among speakers language. None, however, have examined the contents of the diomatic expressions in relation to the parts of the human body. This, therefore, is the preoccupation of the study. Our data for this study comprised thirty , especially among the elders, in social interactions. The idioms were classified into three domains which captured roughly the major divisions of the human body. The three major parts altogether ensure, in scientific parlance, the homeostasis and viability of the human body. The paper adopted the Ethnography of Communication model as its theoretical framework. Results from the study showed that almost every part of the human body is capable of being used to construct profound and thought-provoking idiomatic expressions which can enhance poetic and rhetoric vigour as well as serve as cultural fillip meant so as to save .
experience and status in the community. This does not imply, however, that the younger ones are forbidden from deploying the rich linguistic artefacts. But, oftentimes, they refrain from using them for fear of inappropriate usage and, consequently, being mocked and reprimanded by their age-mates and the elders respectively. , of that piece of discourse. For, it is believed that an expression that is lacking in idiomatic expression is like an insipid stew that is lacking in necessary ingredients which otherwise could have given it an exquisite taste. Any expression that is not interspersed with the appropriate idiomatic expression usually sounds bland, insipid and uninspiring like a childish talk. This is why the youths in the Yoruba sub-ethnic group . , , they are rigorously drilled by their subject teachers in order that , and thus, become competent users.
II. REVIEW OF RELATED WORKS
Studies on proverbs and idiomatic expressions are many and varied. See Ajayi, Lawal, and Raji,(1997) , Salawudeen, (2001 ), Akanmu,( 2002 , Akinmade, (2012), Owomoyela,( 2012), and Adesina, (2015) . From those studies, a few . F , ' from generation to generation. They are part and parcel of the linguistic idiosyncrasies of the traditional African people, most especially the elderly ones. Second, the use of idioms and proverbs forms a part of the discursive strategies employed by the elders to draw home their points. Consequently, idioms are not really peculiar, o , , -.
, --, ethical, cultural and intellectual . F , ,
, , nguage. This is as a result of their exposure to western education and foreign culture. For instance, in his study, Akinmade (2012) laments over the decline in the use of proverbs in the southwest part of Nig . He, therefore, admonishes all stakeholders in the education sector to take the bull by the horns by ensuring that th -. While we empathise, as it were, with ' ( ) observation , we, however, want to submit that this discouragi . , when they interact with elde . It is intriguing to note that whenever they use any of the idioms or proverbs, they tend to use them inappropriately, thus, betraying their gross lack of exposure to the aspect of the -cultural heritage. Similarly, studies carried out by Lawal (1997) and Adesina (2015) examine the use of proverbs within the intellectual ambit of pragmatics. While Lawal (op cit ) study is a pragmatic study of selected pairs which focuses at identifying the illocutionary acts performed by the se , ' ( ) focuses on the pragmatic use of some proverbs that are related to eg ng n . The eg ng n , , important social events. The use of proverbs that are associated with eg ng n ture, according to Adesina (op cit), ' eg ng n -'. B expressions, his study examines the dynamics of constructing proverbs that are associated with eg ng n cult whose meanings are beyond their prepositional contents. He, therefore, proposes a purely pragmatic approach to the use and interpretation of the selected proverbs.
Akanmu (2015) also, in his paper, examines the communicative adaptability of proverbs in political discourse. The paper discusses some political issues which utilize new and deviant idioms and idiomatic expressions in a number of socio-political contexts. According to him, the idioms utilized in the paper reflect the dynamism and modernityconstrained stylistic choices in . ' ' , especially the politicians and their followers and, encouraged by the dynamic characteristic of every language, Akanmu (2015) stresses that Nigerian politicians and their followers have developed novel and rather quaint idioms in their sloganeering repertoire which are worth being given intellectual attention. The study, therefore, is a radical departure from the old traditional method of analyzing idioms. Rather, the study attempts at examining a new trend in the usage of idioms and idiomatic expressions in the domain of politics.
But, our argument is that while the new idioms and idiomatic expressions ' flect dynamism and modernityconstrained stylistic ', they, nonetheless, in whose mouths the proverbs taste the sweetest. Besides, the new idiomatic expressions which constituted data for his study only represent a reflection of modern-day language use among the upcoming or younger 294 JOURNAL OF LANGUAGE TEACHING AND RESEARCH generation. None of the studies reviewed above have, as a matter of fact, investigated the contents and values of either the proverbs or idioms that utilize the body parts in social interactions. The present study is significant in the sense that our exploration into the study of parts of the human body reveals that the study of human anatomy and physiology is not to be seen as the exclusive purview of human anatomists and physiologists alone. Rather, it must be considered as constituting a fertile ground on which sociolinguists also can exploit to explicate the communicative and discursive relevance of Yoruba idioms in Yoruba socio-cultural milieu. It is against this backd idioms which are associated with the human organs and show how they are utilized to explicate deep and profound ideas in communication events.
III. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
This study was carried out within the theoretical construct of the Ethnography of Communication which was propounded by Dell Hymes (1962) . The framework studies communication within the ambit of social and cultural practices and beliefs of the particular members of a speech community. It is a theoretical construct which recognizes the . H ' (1962) to the society as the former cannot be divorced from the latter and, for the latter t , . , idiomatic expressions as those idioms, by their nature, hardly ever mean exactly what they communicate and thus require native competence to interpret them appropriately.
IV. DATA SOURCE -Congo ethnic tribe in the southwest part of Nigeria. It is an ethnic group renowned for its vast cultural heritage one of which is the deft use of proverbs and idiomatic expressions which are compact in size, yet so recondite in meaning. Idioms are in a legion, and they are utilized mostly by the elders in the society to embellish and reinforce their speech and writing. Idioms are used by '
' Lawal( op cit), but also to garnish and add stylistic vigour, flavour and vitality to expressions. The idioms and idiomatic expressions that constitute the data for this study were collected from informants who were native speakers of the language since usage of idioms in social interactions is mostly found among them, and, according to Lawal (op cit ), , ' '. Some textbooks on Yoruba idioms and proverbs were also consulted. literal and metaphorical corresponding English language translation. The data were classified into the three major constituent parts of the body namely: the head (and its parts), the trunk (and its parts) and the internal organs which all combine together to ensure the viability of the human body. The data, the usage and the analysis are shown below:
V. DATA PRESENTATION AND USAGE
This section is devoted to the presentation and usage of our data. The idioms treat such thematic preoccupations as: anger, betrayal, danger, love, destruction, death, anxiety and a host of other psychological and emotional issues that man is confronted with.
A. Idiomatic Expressions That Relate to the Head and Its Parts
In this section, we examine some idiomatic expressions which relate to the head and its component parts. The component parts include, but are not limited to, the ears, the eyes, the nose, the hair, the lips, the tongue and the teeth. For want of space, we will not be able to explicate all the component parts that constitute the head. The head and its component parts are essential organs in the body, because they give form to the human structure. In other words, , -, , .
idiomatic expression which lends credence to the essential nature of the head likens an earless head to a splinter of wood (Et s or d l igi meaning the absence of the ear-lobes from the head has made the head to appear like a splinter of wood). Some of the idiomatic expressions that relate to the head and its parts are discussed below.
1. or l ag o n (Literarily, use t ' , o stir ' ). means to be in a serious trouble. This idiomatic expression is used either to warn a person to steer clear of trouble or to make jest of someone who, either through carelessness or stubbornness, has put him/herself in a serious trouble.
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, passiveness and inaction. So, when someone is described as holding the chin with their hands, such a person is being referred to as having been idle, inactive or indolent. Such occasions when the idiomatic expression may be used include, but not limited to, the off-peak period at work-place or during any of industrial action periods like picketing and sit-down strike moments. Such occasions demand that the workers ignore workplace rules and regulations, abandon their duties and JOURNAL OF LANGUAGE TEACHING AND RESEARCH 295 throw the workplace into a state of disarray. Similarly, the idiom is used to refer to a jobless person who only watches helplessly the unfolding events of life. 3. or g r (L , ' ' , be in contest with someone). This idiom is used when someone is in a struggle to gain control or power with someone else. It is also used when some contestants are slugging it out with others in a competition such as: beauty, writing, sporting or political contest. The English translation is given as locking horns together or to be at logger heads. 4. o nt n (Literarily, to shake off the ear-lobes but metaphorically, to fail to heed warning). It is used to express complete disregard to something or to treat something as unimportant. Other synonyms in this category include: o t o g o in si and Feti pa laba. In this context, eti (the ear drum) which is the human organ for hearing is used. This means that the ear which is used for hearing may be used to incline to warnings or to ignore warnings as exemplified in the above idioms. 5. r o n (L , ' , ' / ). easily recognizable part of the body. In human anatomy, the head is at the top of the human body. It carries the trunk, the arms, the legs and the feet. So, when the head which is supposed to occupy the front and easily recognizable position is now buried down, it means that a reproach or a matter of shame is involved.
6. L lo go e nu (L , ' , laud someone). The underlying or metaphorical meaning of this idiom is incongruous with its ordinary, denotative meaning. The expression, L lo go e nu, from its primary , . , idiomatic sayings to interpret the above idiomatic expression as meaning that the referent is being struck in the mouth with a heavy object. But, the metaphorical or secondary higher level interpretation of the idiom is far from its denotative meaning. The expression, L lo go e nu, language to mean: to praise or to commend someone for a worthy or laudable effort. The expression is, therefore, used to laud, eulogize or extol a good deed performed by someone.
7. i f nle (Literarily, to use the nose to sniff the ground but metaphorically, to investigate). The idiom means to carry out surveillance on someone or to investigate, especially a crime. The nose is positioned beneath the eyes and its major function is to breathe as well as to sniff for something. When the latter meaning is meant, as we have it in this context, an act of surveillance or intelligence report is involved.
8. t lu tod (Literarily, use the upper lip to hit the lower lip but metaphorically, engage in a conversation/talk). The lips constitute an essential part in the human body. They are two: the lower and the upper lips. They are the two soft edges at the entrance of the mouth. They function prominently in the articulation of certain consonant sounds. The idiomatic expression, f t lu tod . affirm the ' ' , , or discussion, has taken place. The idiom can also be applied to an instance of chattering when the two lips are engaged ceaselessly as in, for instance, two children or two housewives chattering away or at each other in an exited manner. Conversely, when there is no engagement or articulation of the upper and lower lips, a state of complete silence is connoted 9. or o s (Literarily, to show bitterness with the eyes but metaphorically, to express annoyance or anger with somebody). The human eyes are two organs on the head which human beings see with. As important organs in the human body, the eyes construct different discursive strategies. They can be used, for instance, to connote anger, warning, pleasantness or to fix a tryst. The idiomatic expression in this context connotes a state of annoyance at somebody for an act of misdemeanour or wrong-doing. In other words, the idiom is applied when a feeling of smouldering anger is expressed to someone for a certain misdeed. It can also be used to express utter indignation or displeasure at, for instance, ill-treatment or unfair dealing in some business transaction.
B. Idiomatic Expressions that Relate to the Trunk
Our data in this section comprise idioms that relate to the trunk. In human anatomy, the head is believed to attach to the trunk. According to human anatomists, the appendicle portion of the human body consists of limbs, the arms and the legs (see: https://www.pulib.sk>web>subor.1). Essentially, most of the parts comprising the trunk are used for locomotion. The idiomatic expressions below are drawn from parts of the human body of which the arms, the legs and the hands play major roles.
1. n le se (Literarily, to hit on the leg but metaphorically, to betray): This idiomatic expression means to betray someone, to defraud or to behave insincerely or dishonestly to others. The expression can be better understood with some examples from the Holy Bible. For, in the Holy Bible (Gen, chapter 25 verses 24-34) Jacob, the twin brother of Esau was referred to as a traitor and a betrayer because he was believed to have betrayed his twin brother on three different occasions. At birth, the Bible recalls that while Jacob was given birth to, after the birth of Esau, he (Jacob) was E ' (G . 25 26), , J . J life pointed to his treacherous and traitorous instincts. One of such was when he made Esau sell his birthright on a platter of pottage (see . Another occasion was when he fraudulently stole the blessings meant for his twin brother-Esau (see . The expression, therefore, is used to describe an act of betrayal, conceit, conspiracy and mischief.
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ro l gun (L , '
. o display wickedness to someone). The shin is a part of the human body at the front of the leg below the knee. The portion in the human body is scarce of the flesh because a thin layer of flesh covers the shin bone. This, therefore, makes the pain excruciatingly felt when someone hits it against an object. The pain is more excruciatingly felt when, out of sheer wickedness, a person decides to hit his fellow human being on the shin with a striking object. The expression is used to describe or state a wicked act; for, it is sheer wickedness for someone to crack the palm kernel on the shin of another person. It is only someone whose sense of humanity or feeling is completely dead that can behave wickedly and cruelly to other people. The idiomatic expression is therefore used to refer to a devilish, godless, vicious and vile person.
3. o o ro gi g g (literarily, to hang onto a forgotten tree but metaphorically, to be dead or forgotten). . person euphemistically wants to refer to a dead person, he says that the deceased has hung on to a forgotten tree. Other synonyms for the expression include:G uru e lo o e o ra (To collect mashed bean cakes from the spirits), Pa d (Change position) and W (enter the ceiling). All of the expressions are euphemism of death. The idiomatic expression is heavily embedded to hide meaning from the young folks, especially when the death of an elderly person is announced.
4. e n g o n o s or e n gun s (Literarily, to lift someone up by the elbow but metaphorically, to assist especially, with finance). The lexeme, gbo n o or gun means elbow. The elbow is an important part in the .
L ' D ry of current English (2000), an elbow 'is the joint between the upper and lower parts of the arm where it bends in the middle'. It is connected to the bones that join the biceps. In the context of its use, the idiomatic expression connotes the act of assisting, supporting or helping others in need of help, especially financial help. The idiom can be applied to someone who needs help in the time of adversity or trouble in order to lift the problem(s) off his/her shoulders.
5. e se o nse (Literarily, to match legs together but metaphorically, to be in contest with someone). idiomatic expression which verbalizes the act of struggling with an opponent in the race for a coveted prize. The legs upon which the entire body parts rest perform a locomotive function. They are used to walk. The idiom is used to indicate that two or more people in a contest are squaring it up between or among themselves for some prize.
6. a n (Literarily, to snap the stomach with the arm but metaphorically, to agitate for something). When this idiom is in use, the context of its usage is mostly the one which is suggestive of disdain, anger, protest and unyielding stubbornness, as, for instance, in a display of unyielding stubbornness by members of a trade union against their employers. This demonstration of protest against perceived injustice is often expressed by trade unionists, human rights activists and those associated with seeking redress for unfair treatment. It can also be used when an individual stubbornly refuses to yield or shift ground on account of indignation or anger.
7. o o s e o n il funn (Literarily, to use the left hand to show the way to someone but metaphorically, to dismiss). worldview, the left hand signifies disdain or insult. For instance, it is forbidden that the left hand is used to give or offer an item to another person. Neither is it desirable to receive an item from another person with the left hand. When the left hand is outstretched to collect a material from another person, the giver quickly withdraws his hand, because the gesture is considered in or as a token of impoliteness. The left hand too is used to decline an offer as well as to dismiss a fact. It is also used to treat a matter disdainfully. In the context of its usage, the idiom which is euphemistic in nature means to dismiss an employee from work, to humiliate by relieving a person of his/her job, or to treat another person discourteously and disdainfully.
8. un r r e se (Literarily, to render elegy with the feet but metaphorically, to engage in an aimless wondering). This idiom constructs a seemingly contradictory phenomenon; hence, it -. For, the feet are not body organs for singing. They are far from performing a singing activity. Rather, they are used to tread the earth and perform sporting activities. But in this context, it means to wander or walk aimlessly. The idiom is used for a jobless loafer who goes about aimlessly. 9. ro o ro se (Literarrily, both hands and legs beginning to drop but metaphorically, effortlessly; easily; peacefully). The adage that two good heads are better than one is most apposite in this context. This is because what two heads (two persons) will reason out together is far more li ( ) .
, , utcome. Therefore, the idiom, ro o ro se , means an effortless accomplishment of a task. It is used to refer to the outcome of a task which has produced a remarkable success, but with much less effort. For instance, an amicable settlement of a dispute in an industrial relations context or a settlement in a domestic hassle all fall within the context of this idiomatic expression.
10. y r n (Literarily, to use the chest for support but metaphorically, to persevere). The chest is believed to be the appropriate body organ that is used to lift a heavy load before the load settles on the head. In weightlifting, for instance, it is normal that while the weightlifter lifts up the weight, he first places it on his chest for him to be able to lift the object of weight aloft. So, the idiom,f y r n(bear burden with the chest), is an indication that the chest is an important body part that bears the burden of any kind. This is not surprising as the portion of the human body houses such vital organs as the heart, the lungs and the liver. The idiom therefore means to endure or to persevere.
C. Idiomatic Expressions that Relate to the Internal Organs of the Body
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The internal organs constitute the vital body organs that are found inside the stomach. They help in the homeostasis of the human beings. Majority of them constitute those that human beings cannot live without. Others are less vital which implies that human beings can live without them. Some of the internal organs which constitute a veritable source of Yoruba idiomatic expressions include: the heart, lungs, stomach, kidney, diaphragm, spleen, liver, pancreas, the bile . B idiomatic expressions that relate to the internal organs of the body.
1. e do l r ro r (Literarily, to place the liver on top of bile but metaphorically, to be at peace with someone). Both the liver and the bile are vital internal organs in the body. While the liver is edible, the bile is not, because of its bitter taste. Placing the liver atop the bile conjures a contrasting yet soothing image. The effect produced by the two organs can be likened to the contrast between water and fire, but the combination of which produces a soothing or a less hazardous effect, , the water quenches the ranging venom of the blazing fire. Therefore, the combination of the sweet edible liver and the bitter inedible bile paradoxically produces a soothing effect. In the context of its usage, the idiomatic expression means to maintain peace and tranquillity, especially in a dispute or in an argument. It is also used to advise someone with frayed nerves due to smouldering anger, bitterness or animosity to sheathe the sword and embrace peace. It is an idiom that is often used in a rancorous situation to advise the warring parties to temper anger with calm.
2. e e s n tuto funfun de(Literarily, to conceal the blood and spit out white saliva but metaphorically, to express deception). This idiom expresses a contrasting pair. The contrast expressed in each of the NP (Noun Phrase) gives an overall effect of deception. The first segment of the NP (fe e s n ), for instance, conjures up the image of blood with its red colour concealed within, and which sharply contrasts with (tuto funfun), that is, emit the spittle which is assumed to be white in colour. There is even a contrast between s n (within) in the first segment of the idiom and de (outside) in the second segment. So, the idiom is a funny bundle of seeming contradictions. But, the seeming contradictions are not without their heavily embedded meanings. Because of the paradoxical image which the idiom conjures, its meaning is expectedly couched in protean evasiveness. The idiom is used to describe the speech or action of someone as lacking in truth, veracity and transparency. It is also used to refer to the chameleon-' . Therefore, a person who is parsimonious with the truth or who says the exact opposite of his/her intention is mostly associated with the idiom.
3. o n s (Literarily, raise the heart aloft but metaphorically, to be agitated). The heart which perhaps is the most vital of the organs of the body resides in the left side of the chest. It pumps blood around the body. It is so sensitive and so vital to human existence that doctors often advise to treat it specially by refraining from any habit or activity that is capable of rendering it dysfunctional. Some of those activities or habits include excessive consumption of salt, alcohol and cigarettes. Again, people are advised to refrain from things that can trigger nervousness such as engaging in risky ventures which can cause nervousness and emotional instability. In the context of its usage here, the idiom connotes any action or activity that can instigate nervousness, giddiness or a state of emotional and psychological imbalance. When someone is faced with a complex and, sometimes life-threatening challenge, the tendency is that their actions may betray anxiety, restiveness and restlessness. That moment is, literally, when the heart takes a momentary flight from its natural habitat. The heart returns to its closet only when the cause or source of the trouble finally and completely disappears. The idiom is a piece of advice that no one should engage in any task that can cause the heart to suffer excessive trepidation.
4. e e e (Literarily, to bathe in blood but metaphorically, to be in grave danger). The blood is symbolic of danger, though it also symbolizes life. In this context, to bathe with blood is to be in grave . / . , '
' ' idiom in this context. It is only an impetuous and imprudent person who will dare an armed soldier when he does not have any means of self defence. Therefore, any unarmed person who stupidly challenges a well-kitted person to a duel may be said to be attempting to bathe in his own blood. 5. n fun an i te (Lietrarily, to have one intestine like that of a snake but metaphorically, A glutton). Literally, it means a person with one long intestine. Anatomically, a normal human being does not have an intestine. Rather, he/she has two loops of a long tube in the body between the stomach and the anus. The two loops are classified as the small and large intestines. This implies that a normal human being possesses two long intestines where food passes from the stomach first, from the small intestine and, finally, to the large intestine. So, possession of a single intestine by a human being constitutes physiological abnormality. The idiomatic expression above is used to describe a person whose eating habit is abnormal. It is used to describe a person with an extremely rapacious eating habit. It refers to a glutton who easily gets hungry as soon as he/she eats one round of a meal. The idiomatic expression is an adroit reference to the snake which is believed to possess a rapacious eating habit because of its possession of one long intestine. 6. o g e o n (Literarily, to receive the cut/injury of the heart but metaphorically, to be perplexed). Due to its sensitive nature as well as its centrality to the existence of every human being, the heart is often protected against any hazard to it. In this context, an incident that is capable of inflicting a serrated injury to the heart must have been a very serious one. For instance, the death of a loved one at the prime of life, dismissal from a work-place, a colossal loss or 298 JOURNAL OF LANGUAGE TEACHING AND RESEARCH deferred hope is enough to cause a blistering injury to the heart. The Holy Bible underscores this fact when, in Proverbs 13: 12, it says: ' '. 7.
s ni le nu uyo si (L , ' , to be in confusion). To fart is to release the gas or air from the bowels through the anus. When released either silently or loudly, its offensive odour permeates the atmosphere in which it is released. W ' mouth, a state of discomfort that may likely provoke puke is created. The addition of salt, however, makes the feeling all the more unpleasant and provocative. The idiom in this context describes a knotty, nasty, perplexing and confounding situation. It is used to paint a confused state of affairs. When one is faced between the devil and the deep blue sea or when one is confronted with a difficult situation where there are two unpleasant choices to make, the idiom comes readily in mind.
8. e l egun e y n (Literarily, to break ' backbone but metapho , ' ). The backbone or the spine is an important organ in the body. It ensures body stability and virility. An injury to the spine through an accident or an infection can cause spinal cord injury. When it occurs, the victim loses mental and physical agility . ' power or means of livelihood has been destroyed and is thus, left with little or no hope of survival just in the same manner as a spinal cord injury victim has a very slim hope of enjoying a normal life again. 9. is n n d e (Literarily, to allow little fart to spoil the buttocks but metaphorically, to act foolishly). The idiom is used when someone squanders a big opportunity through sheer carelessness, lack of restraint or complete recklessness. The idiomatic expression comes in handy when there is a golden opportunity awaiting someone and one is only an inch to grab the opportunity but, owing to indiscretion and impetuosity, misses the opportunity by the whiskers. The underlying meaning in this idiomatic expression is that it is always dangerous to treat important issues flippantly because an opportunity comes but once.
10. u s ga (Literarily, to defecate on the chair but metaphorically, to stain or ' ). , g t y n fe lo l su s ga, meaning that the white man defecates on the chair when he decides to take his leave (from a place). The context of usage of the idiom is when someone, especially a guest or an occupant of an office leaves an unpleasant memory in the wake of his/her exit. Expectedly, a visitor is expected to leave fond memories for his/her guests in the wake of their departure. This benign gesture is, therefore, expected of an occupant of a position of responsibility that he/she should leave behind remarkable footprints on the sand of time for his/her patrons and successors the rain can beat someone back into the same house from which one has taken a cover in more than one time. The implication is that one should not destroy the ladder that one has used to climb up to the top, for, the same ladder will be required when ascending. This implies that in whatever position of responsibility we find ourselves, we should demonstrate a high sense of integrity by not staining or losing it.
VI. FINDINGS/DISCUSSION
Our findings from this stud , . B , . , . , . , southwest part of Nigeria. They also constitute models of verbal economy among the elders in whose mouths idiomatic expressions taste the sweetest.From the data presented in this study also, it is evident that there is hardly any part of the human body, from the external organs to the internal organs, that does not construct pithy and laconic expressions that are profound in meaning and elegant in style. They construct the collective wisdom of the elders in the society with such thematic preoccupations that are primarily meant to teach, to warn, to admonish and to build up good and noble character traits in the minds of the present generation of the youths.
Furthermore, the need to inculcate ' preference for the foreign language and culture. This unusual preference for foreign culture, to say the least, has contributed largely to the diminishing status of the indigenous languages in Nigeria as a whole. For, according to Ohiri-Anichie (2014), 'many of the indigenous languages are endangered today due to neglect and denigration as over twenty ' ' deploy the fecundity of the indigenous idioms in their spoken and written expressions. Many literate Nigerian parents themselves have helped the matter either as they usually discourage their children from speaking in any other code than the English language which they regard as the language of the elite group in the society. (https://www.vanguardngr.com/2014/02/400-nigerian-indigenous-languages-endangered/ assessed Jan. 3rd,2017)
VII. CONCLUSION
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We examined in this paper the contents and v the human body. We argued that a research into the human body should not be the exclusive study area of human anatomists and physiologists alone. Linguists and language experts as , most especially the youths. Our concern for undertaking this study may not be , of which the idioms occupy a significant place, is being treated flippantly. It is our humble opinion that the study as this will help in impending extinction. [1] , D. (2015). ' E '. Expression in Political Arena. International Journal of African and Asian Studies, Vol. 9, 2015, pp.34-40. [2] , C. . (2012) 
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